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By A. R. Gourlay and J. LI. Morris

Introduction. In [3] the authors introduced several schemes for the numerical

integration of nonlinear hyperbolic systems. In this paper these schemes are ex-

tended to solve the nonlinear systems

~~dT + ~dx ^'  ' ) = 2<-M'X' ̂  '

— + A (u, x, t) —■ = z(u, x, t)

and the corresponding problems in two-space dimensions. Also a procedure is de-

veloped whereby the extra boundary data required by these schemes can be intro-

duced in a smooth manner.

1. Explicit One-Space Dimensional Scheme. Consider the first-order hyperbolic

system

(1.1) ~ + —(u,x,t) = z(u,x,t)

where u is an unknown vector function of x and t and / and z are vector functions

of the components of u, and of x and t. We shall be concerned with the solution

of this problem in the region

0 ^ x ^ a ,       t ^ 0,

and will assume initial data u(x, 0) = u0(x) and boundary data u(0, t) = ui(t),

t > 0. This problem is only properly posed if the Jacobian matrix of the com-

ponents of /with respect to the components of u is positive definite. We have made

this assumption to simplify the analysis.

If differentiation is carried out in (1.1) the equation

(1.2) -—-{- A(u,x,t)~ = z(u,x,t)

is obtained, where z in (1.2) is not necessarily the same as in (1.1), and where

A(u, x, t), the Jacobian matrix of/ with respect to u, is positive definite. Whilst

we can always derive an equation of the form (1.2) from (1.1), the process is not

always reversible. We therefore will consider (1.1) and (1.2) separately. The

definitions and notation will be as in [3]. We therefore have

u(xí, tm) = u(ih, mk) — Ui" = um ,       i = 0, • • • , N , m = 0, 1, • • • ,
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tlxUm   —  Ui+l Ui-l ,

p = k/h ,

where k and h are the mesh spacings in the time and space directions respectively.

The proposed scheme to solve (1.1) then takes the form

(1.3) um+i = um — ap(Hxfm - 2hzm) ,

(1.4) um+i = um - p[bH4m + c/7x/*+i + eHjm+i + 2h(dzt+i + szm+i + qzm)] ,

where a, b, c, e, d, s, q are constants to be determined and

a        _   i f   m        i        m    \

Um —   2\ui+l ~T ui-l) t

Jm+1 J \Um+l, Xi, tml  , Zm-fl Z\Um+l, X ¿, lm)  ,

Jm-rl J \Um, Xi, Im+l) , Zm+l Z \Um, Xi, lm+l)  •

The scheme (1.3) is a first-order approximation to (1.1) evaluated at time level

(m + 2a)k. We require that the overall scheme (1.3) and (1.4) (on elimination of

um+P) be a second-order correct approximation to (1.1).

By substituting for u*+i from (1.3) into (1.4) and expanding by Taylor's the-

orem we obtain

um+i = u - 2ph\ (b + c + e) -~- + (d + s + q)z\

(1.5) +pv[te±(^_2)) + 4w(^_2)-£

--1(f)—3äf] + <*'*>.
where u = um, and where we have used (1.1). An expansion of um+i in terms of

u ( = um) and its derivatives yield

-+-4-f)+f

where use has again been made of (1.1), and where

e/e =   .   ¡e(u(x, t), x, t + m) - e(u(x, t), x, t)\
dt       aí-*o l Ai J '

Comparing coefficients in (1.5) and (1.6), we see that for a second-order correct

scheme we require that the equations

(1.6)

2(i + c4«) = l,    2(d4-s4-g) = -1,
4ac = \ ,   4ad = — \ ,    2e = \ ,    2s = —\

must be satisfied. These equations have the solution

c = -d = l/8a ,        b = -q = J(l - l/2a) ,        e = -s =

in terms of the parameter a.
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The scheme (1.3), (1.4) can then be written as

um+i = ûm — ap(Hxfm - 2hzm) ,

(-.7)    um+i = um - p/4[(l - \/2a)(Hxfm - 2hzm)

4- (\/2a)(Hxf*+i - 2hz*+i) + (HxJm+i - 2hzm+i)] .

A similar analysis for Eq. (1.2) yields the scheme

um+i = ûm — ap(AmHxum — 2hzm) ,

(1.8)    um+i = um- p/4[(l - \/2a)(AmHxiim - 2hzm) + (l/2o)

X (Am+iHxu*+i - 2hz*i+P) 4- (Äm+iHxum — 2hzm+P)] ,

where Am+i = A(u*+h x,, tm) and Am+i = A(um, xf, tm+1).

In [3], the authors derived for the simpler equations

du/dt 4- df(u)/dx = 0 ,

du/dt + A(u) du/dx = 0

an iterative scheme based on the analogues of (1.7) and (1.8). This process can

be derived in a similar manner for Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2). We briefly state the scheme

for Eq. (1.1), having put a = |.

w*+i = um — p/2[Hxfm — 2hzm] ,

wi+ix) = um - p/i[(Hxflïli - 2hzm%P) + (HJm+i - 2hzm+i)] ,       j = 0,1, • • •

where

/CO)     . _   f* j (0)     ._     *Jm+l  —   Jm+1      ailU      Zm+1   —   Zm+I •

Although this scheme gave reasonable results in numerical examples we shortly

propose a modification of (1.7) which appears to give comparable accuracy with

much less computation.

Whereas the differential problem (1.1) is well posed with boundary data only

given on x = 0, the finite-difference scheme (1.7) requires in addition data on the

fine x = a.

x]

a

o i->t
Figure 1
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As the experiments of Richtmyer and Morton [5], Gary [2] and Parter [4] have

shown, when a numerical method is implemented, considerable care has to be

taken when inserting such extra data.

In [3] we used the above iteration technique together with extra data derived

from the theoretical solution to the problem. An alternative technique is now pro-

posed which is relatively easy to implement in all situations. [We have restricted

ourselves to the case A(u, x, t) > 0 to simplify the following analysis. It may be

carried through in general.]

There are two boundaries on which data requires to be introduced in order to

use (1.7), namely the x = 0 and x = a boundaries, where a = Nh. Since we have

assumed the matrix A to be positive definite, the differential problem is well posed

with boundary data given on x = 0. If theoretical data is imposed on x = a then

the problem is overdetermined. We shall avoid this difficulty by replacing our

difference scheme (1.7) for x = Nh by another scheme which has the same prin-

cipal part of truncation error, but which only involves values of w¿m for i á N. We

use this scheme to calculate ux*m+l and uxm+1. Equation (1.7) with operator Hx

written as (Ax + Vx) and um — \(AX — Vx -\- 2)um is of the form

\(AX - Vx 4- 2)um - ap[(Ax + Vx)fm - 2hzm] ,

um - p/4[(l - l/2a){ (Ax + Vx)fm - 2hzm\

+ (l/2o){ (A, 4- V,)/*+i - 2hz*+i}

+ I (A, 4- Vx)7m+i-2hzm+i}].

From the definition of difference operators we have

(1.10) Ax = Vx + VP + Vx3 + 0(W) .

We derive our alternative scheme by substituting (1.10) in (1.9) to obtain

(1.11) u*+i = \(VX2 + 2)um - ap[(2Vx + Vx2)fm - 2hzm] ,

Um+i = um - p/4[(l - l/2o){ (2V, + V,s + Vx3)/m - 2hzm\

(1.12) + (l/2o){ (2V, 4- Vx2 + Vx3)/*+1 - 2hz*+i\

+ {(2VX + V.2 + Vx3)7m+i - 2hzm+i\] .

This formula is used only when x = a = Nh. This scheme has, by virtue of its

derivation, the same principal part of truncation error as (1.7). A similar scheme

may be derived for (1.8). The actual order of implementation in a problem is as

follows :

(1) the predictor of (1.7)   is used for i = 1, • • - , N

(2) " "       " (1.11) "    "      " i = N ,
(3) the corrector of (1.7)    "     "      " i = 1, • ■ • , .V

(4) " " " (1.12) " " " i = N.
It is easily seen how this scheme may be extended to problems in which A (u, x, t)

is not positive definite. If we generate the extra data by this technique, then the

distribution of errors at any time level is smooth, and no error growth occurs at

the x — a boundary.

<*m+l   —

(1.9)    um+i =

- 1,

- 1 ,
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2. Implicit One-Dimensional Scheme. As an approximation to (1.1) we consider

now the implicit scheme

w*+i = ûm — ap(Hxfm - 2hzm) ,

(2.1) Mm+i = um — p[bHxfm 4- cHxÄm+iUm+i + dHPfm+1

4- 2h(azm 4- ßzm+i + yzm+i)]

where A is defined by the relation, f(u, x, t) = A(u, x, t) -u .

(Notice that the matrix Ä(u, x, t) is not defined uniquely by this relation.)

A similar analysis to the explicit case determines the constants a, b, c, d, a,

ß, 7 and the resulting scheme, correct to second order, is

fey Q\ ^tn+1   =   Um 2 P V" XJm ^i^Zm)  ,

[I 4- p/aHxÄm+i]um+i = um - p/4[HxJm+i — 2h(zm+i + zm+P)] ,

where 7 is the unit matrix. This implicit scheme requires the inversion of a block

tridiagonal matrix. A similar analysis for Eq. (1.2) gives the implicit scheme

/Cy „.. Um+i = um — pi¿(AmHiUm      2hzm) ,

[I + p/4:Am+iHx]um+i = [I — pIA~Am+iHx]um + ph(z*+i 4- 2m+l)/2 .

3. Explicit Two-Space Dimensional Scheme.  We now  briefly   mention the

analogues of (1.7) and (1.8) for the equations

(3.1) ~dt~'r~dx~ ^' x' y' ^ + ~jL *-"' X' y' ^ = z(~U' X' V' ̂  '

(3.2) — 4- A (u, x, y,t)~ + B(u, x, y,,j~ = zyu, x, y, I, .

For (3.1) the analogue of (1.7) is

u*+i = ûm — ap[Hxfm 4- Hvgm — 2hzm] ,

(3.3) Um+i = um - p/i\ ( 1 - 2p)\Hxfm 4- Hygm - 2hzm]

4- 2^ {Hzf*+i + Hyg*+i - 2hz*+i]

4- {Hjm+i 4- Hygm+i — 2hzn+i\\

whilst for (3.2) it takes the form

um+i = ûm — ap[AmHxum + BmHyum — 2hzm] ,

Um+i = um — p/4   ( 1 — ^-){AmHxum -f- BmHyum — 2hzm\
(3.4) LV        ¿a/

4" 7y~ [Am+iHxum+i 4- Bm+iHyum+i — 2hzm+i\

-L- IA~mj.iHxum 4- Bm+iHyum — 2hzm+1
]•
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where

um = u7,j = u(ih,jh, mk) ,
TJ —       m m U —       m m
tIxUm   —  Ui+i,j Ui—lij ,      LlyUm  —   ^i.i+1 Uitj—l

and

a        _   i r   m .        m i        m i        m        -i
um  —   ï[Ui+l,j "T Ui-lJ -\- Ui,j+l -j- Ui,j-i\ .

These schemes are again second-order correct replacements of the respective

differential equations. As in the one-dimensional case, an iterative scheme can be

developed in an obvious way. Also the new boundary technique can be applied,

though the computational effort is now increased. These processes will not be

described.

4. Implicit Two-Dimensional Scheme. In two dimensions the analogues of (2.2)

and (2.3) are the alternating direction implicit schemes given, for (3.1), by

ûm — \p\ß4m 4- Hygm — 2hzm],

Um - p/MlH^n+i -f Hygm+i] - 2h(zm%i + zm+i)}

+ p2/l6HyBmHxfm ,

^•m + 1  j

f(u, x, y, t) = Ä(u, x, y, t)-u ,       g(u, x, y, t) = B(u, x, y,t)-u

and a similar scheme for (3.2).

These A.D.I, schemes employ the D'jakonov splitting [1].

5. Stability. So far no discussion has taken place as to the stability character-

istics of these schemes. The results of [3] have been extended in two ways. Firstly,

the vectors / (and g) have now been allowed to be functions of x, t, (y) in addition

to u. Since our stability analysis in [3] was a linearized one, this extension does not

affect the results. Secondly, we have allowed lower-order terms z in the equation.

Since stability is a limiting process as h —> 0 it can be seen from the difference

schemes that in the limit, the vector functions z have no effect on stability. The

stability characteristics of the schemes in this paper are therefore taken to be

those of their counterparts in [3]. Therefore the implicit schemes are uncondition-

ally stable, the one-dimensional explicit scheme is stable if a = J, p ^ 1/a1 '2, and

the two-dimensional explicit scheme is conditionally stable (exact inequality only

derivable for specific problems). Likewise the convergence of the iterative schemes

depends on the results of [3].

It is not clear whether the new boundary technique will affect the stability

characteristics of the explicit methods. In experiments no difficulty has been en-

countered. It should be noted that the new technique could also be applied at the

"predictor" level in the implicit schemes.

6. Numerical Results. The above methods were tested on two problems. The

first was the one-dimensional equation

Um+l  —

(4 1)    [/ + v/iHyB**+i]u*+i =

[I + p/4:HxÄ**+i]um+1 =

where
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du   ,   x u2  du       (2x3u       , \        ,2      ,n
^ï + ~r^x- = \-r-1)cosix -*>•

subject to the initial condition u(x, 1) = sin (x2 — 1) and the boundary condition

w(0, t) = —sin /. This problem has the theoretical solution

u(x, t) = sin (x2 — t)

and was solved in the region 0 í i á 1, 1 ^ Í ^ 1 4 lOOfc, where k = phis

the step forward in the time direction. The space increment h was chosen to be

0.1 and p took the values 0.6 and 1.0.

Table 1

Explicit Methods Implicit Methods

Theoretical
Boundary

Two
Iterations

Boundary
Technique

Theoretical
Boundary

.6
1.0
.6

1.0

.25

.25

.50

.50

.1277 X 10"1

.1623 X 10-1

.7222 X 10-2

.5367 X 10"2
.4131 X 10"2
.2339 X lO"2

.1997 X 10-3

.1187 X lO"2

.3236 X 10"2

.2559 X 10-3
.2231 X 10"3
.1629 X 10"2

The errors are quoted in Table 1 for the point x = .7 and are representative

of the errors at í = 1 4- lOOfc. The advantages of iterating the corrector or using

the boundary technique are evident from the above table. However, the new

boundary technique is considerably less time consuming than the iterative method.

The second problem considered was the two-dimensional equation

du/dt + ue~'(l + x -)- x2 — y) du/dx 4- ue~l(\ 4- y 4- y2 — x) du/dx

= -u[í + e-2'(2 + x2 + y2],

subject to the conditions

u(x, y, 0) = 1 — x — y

w(0, y, t) = (1  - y)e~',       u(x, 0, i) = (1 - x)er*,

which has the solution u = (1 — x — y)e~l. The problem was solved in the region

0 ^ x, y á 1, 0 á í ^ lOOfc, and the errors are quoted in Table 2.

Table 2

Explicit Methods Implicit Methods

P

Theoretical
Boundary

Two
Iterations

Boundary
Technique A.D.I.

0.6
1.0
0.6
1.0

.25

.25

.50

.50

-.1635 X 10-
-.5322 X 10-

.4151 X 10-"

.1182 X 10"1

.1175 X lO"6

.4392 X lO"6

-.3290 X 10"5
-.1120 X 10-«
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In Table 2, the entries marked * indicate that nonlinear instability had oc-

curred prior to í = 100/c. The above results show clearly the advantages of the

two techniques for incorporating or replacing the extra boundary data.

Conclusion. The boundary replacement technique introduced above seems to

have much to offer in the way of increased accuracy (and perhaps stability). The

error distribution over a line (or plane) at a given time level tends to be "smoother"

than if theoretical boundary data were employed. Although such smoothness may

be obtained by iterating the corrector, it is a much more time consuming strategy.

The methods developed in this paper can be extended in a natural way to a

higher number of space dimensions.
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